
Chain Link, Wire Mesh & Wrought Iron

Tools: Green zip ties (Included)

1. Fasten the first panel or connected set of panels directly to the support.

2. Repeat progressing laterally (clip panel sections together before fastening to the 
support for a perfect fit.)

Drywall and Wood

Tools: 1/2 in. x 1/2 in. Crown 20 Gauge Staples & Stapler (sold separately)

1. Fasten the first panel or connected set of panels directly to the top of the wall or 
service. Use additional staples on the top panel in each column hung.

2. Place 2 staples on the edges of each panel making your way down to the bottom 
panel.

3. Repeat progressing laterally (clip panel sections together before fastening to the 
support for a perfect fit.)

ARTIFICIAL HEDGE MAT ASSEMBLY
& INSTALLATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Assembly (No tools required)

1. Observe the direction of the foliage

- Boxwood & Fern: Multi directional
- Ivy & Lavender: Follow direction of foliage

2. Connect panels together using the easy snap-to-lock system.

3. For simple and quick installation, form strips 2 panels wide by the desired height.

Installation

For simple and quick installation, form strips 2 panels wide by the desired height
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Concrete, Brick or Block

Tools: 3/16 in. x 1 ¾ in. Washer Head Concrete Screw Anchors, drill bit & drill (sold separately)

1. Starting at the top of the wall or surface hold a single panel in place. Using your 
drill and drill bit, drill one hole in the top left & right square holes found on the 
backing grid of the panel. Drill each hole approximately ¼ inch deeper than the 
anchor screw being used.

2. Screw a washer head concrete anchor in each hole securing the panel to the 
surface. 

3. Repeat processing downward till a single column is complete ensuring the panels 
are securely fastened as you progress.

4. Repeat steps 1 - 3 until your installation is complete.

Metal / Aluminum

Tools: ¾ in. Truss Head Self-Tapping Screws & drill (sold separately)

1. Starting at the top of the wall or surface hold a single panel in place. Using your 
drill and ¾ inch self-tapping screws, place a screw in the top left & right square 
holes found on the backing grid of the panel.

2. Repeat processing downward till a single column is complete ensuring the panels 
are securely fastened as you progress.

3. Repeat steps 1 & 2 till your installation is complete.  

Screw in Corners

Screw in Corners


